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Economic recovery and climate:
for Europe and the world, two
battles to fight at once
The global economic and sanitary situation has accelerated many States’ commitments to fight climate
change and, more specifically, the inclusion of climate issues in national recovery plans. Almost a year
after the announcement of the Green Deal by the European Commission, and several weeks after
ambitious climate announcements made by China and Japan, Europe will be playing an important
round in its commitments at the forthcoming European Council on 10th and 11th December.
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could bring in some €42 billion to the European Union

THE TIME FOR CARBON NEUTRALITY
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These two announcements are particularly significant
for several reasons. Firstly, because China and Japan
are two of the world's leading economies, but also the
world's first and sixth largest CO2 emitters.
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Secondly, because in different ways, China and Japan
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There is an undisputable momentum for countries to
For Japan, this announcement raises particularly high
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created immediate enthusiasm around the world,
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In any case, these announcements are the expression
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of numerous dam projects, at an increasingly rapid

towards "low-carbon" activities and technologies is a

pace since the 1990s and with a yet under-evaluated
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environmental impact. At the same time, China

is no longer illogical to invest in the transition: on the

continues to finance and build a significant number

contrary, it has become a pragmatic arbitrage, which

of

carbon-intensive

raises profound questions on the right political and

infrastructure, with more coal plant projects approved

technical methods and tools to fight climate change,

in 2020 than in 2018 and 2019 combined.

from a systemic perspective.

Abroad, China carries on with the Belt and Road

BEYOND THE CORONAVIRUS

production

coal-fired

power

capacity,

plants

and

notably

Initiative in which energy plays a significant role,
estimated at around two-thirds of the total volume

These objectives were announced under the uncertain

of realised and announced projects, along with

circumstances of the post-coronavirus recovery. In
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the medium term, the conditions under which the

take part in the fight against climate change. This

world economy will recover will directly influence the

is also the case for the recent public support to the

trajectory of CO2 emissions. The positive relationship

railway sector, in the shape of night trains or freight

between global GDP and CO2 emissions is well known,

transport, at both national and EU level, with a view to

as illustrated by the temporary reduction in emissions

reducing the share of CO2 emissions associated with

experienced between 2007 and 2009 as a direct

passenger, road and air freight transport. We should

consequence of the financial crisis and the reduction

also mention the effort to quantify and reduce the

in global energy demand. Two considerations can

environmental externalities of our economies, notably

guide our understanding of the link between recovery

through the prism of financial standards, such as the

and climate change in the medium and long term.

European Taxonomy.

On the one hand, the attempt to deeply reform our

On the other hand, the probable weakening of

economies, forcefully formulated by several national

advanced economies leaves the risk of a significant

governments and many members of the European

increase in public debt and high levels of public deficit

Parliament, is partly based on the recent experience

over several years. According to the OECD, the GDP

of lockdown, the momentary interruption of the

outlooks by the end of 2020 are very uneven among

economy and the highlighting, by contrast, of some

countries, with an average of minus 7.5% in the euro

of its operational dysfunctions. This is reflected in a

zone versus plus 1.8% for China. These prospects

number of proposals, such as forbidding a number of

should be more harmonious by 2022, with world

short-haul flights or even making State aids to the

average growth of 3.7%.

aeronautical sector conditional on commitments to
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The level of socio-economic inequalities is also

that need to be reduced and mitigated. The choice

expected to increase, with the prospect of mass

of industrial sectors in which to invest in order to

layoffs, business bankruptcies and loss of household

relocate certain links in the value chain – such as

purchasing power. As an example, the French recovery

research, production, or recycling - is the subject of

plan devotes more than a third of its envelope (€36

significant debate at the Commission, as in the case

billion) to “cohesion” funding, i.e., committing funding

of clean hydrogen or batteries.

at a local scale, for instance in favour of lifelong
***

training policies, notably in innovative and sustainable
sectors, and infrastructure financing, in order to
reduce the impact of the coronavirus crisis on social

In this respect, 2021 will be a crucial year for

and regional inequalities.

Europe, on the fields of economic recovery as well

Social issues have become inseparable from the

as accelerating and anchoring the energy transition

ecological transition. The joint fight against social

in

inequalities and climate change are two priorities

considerations will be all the more strategic as COP26,

which, if pursued together, could be mutually enriching.

under the double patronage of the United Kingdom

This is notably the promise of the "renovation

and Italy. The forthcoming COP could indeed mark the

wave", a European initiative aimed at massively

return of the United States to the negotiating table,

renovating residential and non-residential buildings.

in the face of indispensable and pro-active China. The

Notwithstanding the conditions for an environmentally

month of November 2021 will be an opportunity to

efficient renovation policy, the development of skilled

assess the results of the Paris Agreement so far, to

and long-term jobs in this sector directly contributes

renew and enhance national commitments and, above

to local economic development, as well as to the

all, to define the precise roadmap for transforming

reduction of energy poverty and of energy demand in

these intentions into tangible actions.

this
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and

uncertain

environment.

These

Europe. These interconnected spheres are one of the
keys to a fair ecological transition throughout Europe.
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